1930’s Depression & New Deal
Stock Market Crash 1929 October
Great Depression 1930’s
Exhibition – The Candy Counter
The Double Bill & the “B” Movie
National Industrial Recovery Act
National Recovery Administration
Code of Fair Practices
Hollywood in the Depression

• Bankruptcy / receivership for Paramount, Fox, RKO & Universal
Guilds & Unions

• Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
• Screen Actors Guild
• Directors Guild
• Writers Guild
Censorship

- Mae West
- Early Censorship
- Hollywood Scandals of 1920s
- William Desmond Taylor 1872-1922
- Wallace Reid 1891-1923
- Roscoe “Fatty” Arbuckle 1887-1933
- Will Hays & the MPPDA
- The Catholic Legion of Decency
- The Production Code
- Joseph Breen & the PCA